
The Smarteeva Platform is the engine powering all Smarteeva 
Products. A modern intelligent platform built on top of the most 

modern cloud architecture - force.com - it is THE most modern way for 

life science companies to manage post market business processes in 
the digital age.

SMARTEEVA PLATFORM

Core  Function
▪Workflow Management engine
▪ 21 CFR part 11 Compliant
▪ Electronic signatures
▪ Smart Audit Trail Engine
▪Artificial Intelligence bots
▪Machine learning decision trees
▪ Smart and dynamic Data Capture
▪ Built-in integration tools 

Artificial Intelligence
With a state of the art Artificial 

Intelligence engine and machine 
learning algorithms, the Smarteeva 

platform brings true innovation while 
meeting all 21 CFR part 11 

requirements and EU MDR readiness.

Smart audit trail can display all pertinent and related changes to 
data records. The audit trail can be defined to track and flag 

"meaningful data changes" which make it easier to sift through 
large quantities of data and focus on what is important.



Smarteeva’s platform is built from the ground up to address modern 
life science business and regulatory challenges while embedding the 
latest technological innovations in AI, data analytics and user 
experience.

Intelligent design
AI Ready 
Tailored to your 
Product

Benefits

Features

Smart Layout design 
with Error prevention
Case collection
Decision tree

Intelligent data 
collection
Part 11 Compliance
e-signature

Smateeva Platform
A closer look at features and benefits

Smarteeva’s platform comes out-of-the-box with AI bots including smart decision trees, 
workflows and audit trail

Platform comes with Install Base Management and real tie tracking

Smarteeva users can access Smarteeva anywhere on any device

Detailed Dashboards and Reports to get a clear view of pertinent data

Built completely on Force.com the most modern cloud architecture available today

Seamless integration with our simple to use API’s connecting all your data

Maximize adherence to company processes and reduce costly lag in data collection

Smarteeva offers lower up-front implementation costs and more predictable spending

Eliminates the need for costly upgrades and maintenance with no new hardware

This lightweight, web-accessed solution accelerates deployment, with minimal burden on 
your IT department

Smarteeva is built on a user-friendly platform and it takes less time to train your staff

Each release includes a Validation Package with all of the supporting documentation


